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Issue tracker status


♦ All 40 tickets closed right after Berlin meeting in version 08
Resolved additional email comments in August 2013

Requirements does not restrict whether to distribute or centralize in the control plane

Included individual draft on prefix coloring
Resolved new email comments in November

REQ1 is revised

Motivation of REQ6 on Security consideration is shortened
Next step
Backup
♦ REQ1

♦ IP mobility, network access and routing solutions provided by DMM MUST enable distributed processing for mobility management so that traffic can avoid traversing single mobility anchor far from the optimal route.
REQ6 No change. Only shortened the motivation.

Motivation: Various attacks such as impersonation, denial of service, man-in-the-middle attacks, and so on, may be launched in a DMM deployment. For instance, an illegitimate node may attempt to access a network providing DMM. Another example is that a malicious node can forge a number of signaling messages thus redirecting traffic from its legitimate path. Consequently, the specific node is under a denial of service attack, whereas other nodes do not receive their traffic. Accordingly, security mechanisms/protocols providing access control, integrity, authentication, authorization, confidentiality, etc. can be used to protect the DMM entities as they are already used to protect against existing networks and existing mobility protocols defined in IETF.